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Excerpts of panel on the Kennedy assanoination and the media. 
Panelists: 

Robert Richter 
Robert Ram Anson 
Ron 11,senbaum 
Mark Lane 
Priscilla Johnson McMillan 
Moderator: Anthony Lukas 

LUCAS:..It seems to me that when I was a reporter for The New York 
Times a couple of years ago that at the Times and at other straight media in this country it was simply true that if a reporter believed in a conspiracy quote conspiracy theory to explain virtually anything, you know, from a scandal at city hall to the assassination of a President he was simply not regarded as a serious man, as a serious reporter. And that, I'm not passing judgment on whether !that was, you know, a correct judgment or 
not, but it was simply the fact. It certainly was the fact at the Times. I think as a result of Watergate and of Vietnam and of other events in the last five to ten years it can be said 
today that any reporter (unintelligible) who is not willing to entertain the possisility of a conspiratorial exp4anation 
for an event or series of events is to 	simply not a serious 
man.... 
... If my description is true, and if if if you want to challenge my my assumptions by all means go ahead, but if you accept my assumptions then why is it that despite this change uh in the last ten years, why is it that discussions of conspiracy relating to assassinations still is largely, though not exclusively the province of what Bob Anson in ourpre-panel discussion referred to as the media of the partial-1y alienateCe It is not probably limited to what we cell the underground press. It is appearing 
certainly in papers like the Pheonix and the Real Paper in Boston; the Village Voice here; Hew Times here; certainly on public television; and countless lecture platrorms in universities across the country. But it is my impression, again correct me if I'm wrong, it is my impression it still has not gotten into what we call the straight overground press. I do not see the Times printing much about it. I do not see the Washington Post writing much about it. I do not see it on the networks.... I would like to ask the panelists why they feel that is so and if they do feel that is so. 

Richter: Well I would start by saying that the day of the steambath theory of politics of political reporting are not yet over. And I'll explain what I mean by that ir a moment. When I worked on the Warren Report show for CHS, and I have a transcript of that report here. ?;Pic CerereiS made one of the (inaudible) comments when he referred to the prevalence of the devil -theory of politics, which he explained as one of the reasons why 70, of the American people dil not believe the 'Warren Co:-mission. He also went on to say that if 7,ar1 Warren and John MoCloy who were on the Warren Cemmission staffs knowingls ouppr.e.d or distcrted decisive evidence about XMA each an svent as a Presidential murder there decheadentn would bear ace..1r:.ed 	firever. 	"The notion that they would Ao sueh a thinf! ia idictle." Well, oh that'u Nric !;evt,reid doalinr with tne levil thf!ory of politica. Arid I'M saying it the steam lvih 'henry or politiwl tho.t,r% still around !'or polltiesi rop)rtOr.;. nNt 	i r you take a ateambath with Earl 



.e. 
Wereen, thee yoe're het elleut to not nelieve It 	And IV ow, or hnd In InventIgeLlne the Wereen aelimIneIen aevereId told me thol. he need to Leke nteam .oldu: with Eerl "hirren and how eould you not believe a man if you've sat next ti him in a steambath. 	I think reporters feel that to get the inside track ,n what is really going on they still have to get into the steambath theory of politics. 

• • • 

McMillan: 7e11, I fell -that the press was way tot) uncritical in its reception of the Warren Commission Report when it appeared in September ,of 1964, and uh was lazy (inaudible) and I don't think the press did its job then a5 well as it might have done. I've been writing for a long time and (inaudib",e) waves. And the initial one which Mr. Lane was part of really began in December of '64 when he was very active, oh er well December '63 right. And uh, there was the one that started really after Johnson began bombing uh North Vietnam, and mining, and that went on through Garrison. And Garrison ditn't have much, and wasn't a very serious figure. And now there's the post-Watergate atmosphere in which the cred-ibility of Government is at a very low ebb. And I think that the Commission should have held, in the first place, Johnson mis-anticipated where his doubters would be corning from. He thought he had to worry about the Right. And he accomodated a number of figures from the political Right, some of them cronies of his in Congress. And he should have had one or two responsible figures from the Left. at he um misgueesed it. Now I feel that Watergate would, and perhaps the won in Vietnam, would not have happened if would not have beer poosible but for t e growth of a large in-telligence eetablishment. It's the submerged part of the iceberg. And it seems to me perfectle legitimate to look into every single nook and cranny that you car. I ha; lien to think, uh I've devoted a lot of time to lswald's life so uh I have uh, uh a vested interest Ejnockle7 in his having done it. (Lauahter). liut I don't fear, I really don't fear an investigation. I think some things will never he known. That is, uh you know, secret agencies just don't cone forward and say we hired no and so. And if it were to turn out that uh it seems someoedy had, that you have to view with about as much skepticism (tape ran outl. 

Richter:... My former employer, ,313S and house fingerer, Eric Severeid, he's again making a remark about his conclusions about the Warren Report; "In the first place it would be utterly impossiblein the American arena of the fierce and free preE;S and politics to conceal a conspiracy amongst so many individuals who lire in the pubic eye." That's a pre-Watergate statement, by the way. I would also like to make one other comment, that at the time of my'investigation while I was working on these programs, I was sort of the lone dissenter among the team od producers. I came across a man who WR3 sort of the administrator of the CIA offfice in New York, and he said to me something that I don't think I've teneated to too many people since. He said "The Warren Commission has no starding with the (:IA." ::ow what does that mean? 
• • • 

Richter: 	I have t,) 	 T,)ny Lftr_,i:i' idea ahmt mindset. The 7.xecative Producer who was in charge of the Warr#n Report shows that I worked on and Stepaen White was a sort of behind the scenes 



eelleegue end eeeneeuently peellehed a bodc called "Should We Now 
Believe the Warren Report?" teld me that, ntephen White told me that 
as far as he's concerned anybody who did not believe the Warren 
Commission Report believed in flying eaucere, i.e. was a nut. 
And that mindset, I think was behind a lot of what went on at 
those CBS shows. eieeord teat, in the programs themselves Mr. 
Lane made a charge that they were leceptive. I was one 6f the 
people who worked on those pregeems and I can get to the specifics 
of whet I think he is talking about and also show the omissions 
in which I think tiere were very eigrigichnt mistakes, deliberately 
or not I'm not prepared to say at this point. 

McMillan; Well, I there's a er, I disagree I think with everyone on 
this panel in a fundamartal way. I don't really, I don't think 
there's been any consp.racy on the part of the press but there has, 
uh the facts are very complicated. But, um to my mind there is an 
immense amount of positive evidence in the Warren Commission Report 
that Oswald did do it. Mr. Lane doesn't accept it, and a lot of that 
evidence he, and um one can spend a long time talking about the 
bullet, you know. But uh, I think that there was an enormous 
amount of hard evidence in the report, that a generation has now 
grown up that never was exposed to those facts to start with, and 

grew up during the 60's when the Government was being progressively 
discredited, any kind oR government, with Johnson himself (inaudible; his own report before he was through. But there is, I think, a lot 
of hard which is not fun to go through. It's very hard work. And 
people just simply to ignore it.and get into a discussion of I 
think pseudo-evidence. I'think we've already heard some. And um, 
I don't like to be tegnetie a:mut it,ibet I think the principal 
thing i5 tent on toe of the who i.e di s, cumulative disbelief that we all got inleeeleweinstitutions and government credibility during 
the 60's, there's the fact that its, that there, it's very hard 
work to follow that evidence, and that there is a generation, a 
whole generation, I suppose oetween the age of, below the age of 
24 or 25 that never was eeposed to the farts in the first place. 
And I think that's ena reeson that, in a sense, to have it all 
brought out again. So that people should be aware of it, and uh, and we, and another renson for the laximum publicity for everything. For, eet I mean :'rem the first Warren hearing:" which we didn't get, on But I really don't eapect the premise thht the press has been loaded or Lthor tiny eonepi-ecy te hate: it up, nr has really done ouch a bad , or !well a I '1:1 led .1 	 1 ;t:A. . Ifvn years. 

• • • 

McMillan: (follewing e liscuscion of earrieon) Well, I missed a little bit of the discussion here, but I would like to say this about 
Garrison. New nrleans wen crawling with relatives of Oswald with 
whom he'd lived ani whom he'd seen a great deal of. in the Summer of 1963. Relatives, co-workers, boeses, neighbors, landlords, and Garrison never went to one or them. He, the only person actually enrioeted with .Thwald tnot he ever subpennaed that that I know for sure wun dvfinitely cee-ected with him wars Marina. And he didle't, uh I lon't Know weat he naked her. It wan behind uh, it was a 
grand jury prneeting. Aut he, but he did have swarms of relatives to whom he c)uld have gone, and my feeling was that had his in-
vestigatien been very serious he would have tried to find out 

personality and his 
something aeolt tee alleged aesnsoin and his 
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connections in that town. And Ferrie and Shaw were sort of hy-
pothetical connections, but there were plenty of real ones that 
were never approached. 

Lane: Well, I think Garrison was really less concerned about the psy-
chology of Lee Harvey Oswald than about the conspiracy that killed 
John F. Kennedy... 

McMillan: But there were facts about whete Oswald was and what he was 
doing the whole time he was in New Orleans... 

Lane: And your statement that he never talked to any of those people, I 
guess by that means staff also never talked to any of those people, 
you're mistaken. I myself spoke to three of Oswald's relatives on 
behalf of Jim Garrison, totally (inaudible) on their behalf 
and made a report to the office, and I notived that others, Louis 
Ivon, were doing that also. 

• • • 

McMillan: (inanswer to audience question) Well, the fact is that Marina 
was not the daughter of a secret police liettenant. She was il-
ligitimate, and does not know who her other was. But she was the 
niece of a colonel in charge of the timber administration of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs in Minnk Oblosk. And the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs or the NVD is a police ministry, although not 
of the sensitivity of the KGB. Uh Oswald, the second point, uh 
travelled, allowed to travel freely in and out with his Russian 
wife. Well that's a very good question, a very good question. 
Um, because it was very hard to defect at that time and it was 
also very hard to leave with a Russian wife. But she, uh, I have 
examined those circumstances with a lot of careand he didn't 
travel freely. He had a lot of trouble and he had to apply himself 
very hard. For example, he had to make a suicide attempt at one 
point. Um in October 31st of '59, um and uh... 

Jones Harris (fr)m audience): No, he did not make the suicide attempt on 
October 31st. 

McMillan: Well it might have been another date, but he did slit his uh... 
Harris: That was the date he dropped his passport at the embassy. You 

must get that right if you're going to do a book Miss McMillan. 
McMillan: Well, thank you. But at any point, the truth is when they 

were trying to get rid of him he pulled something which caused them 
at least to hospitalize him, and think about his case some more. 
But I don't think his travels in and out of Russia were so easy. 
But uh, t.iere were, it has to be stressed that at that time of 
1961-62 when he was trying to get out, each case was a precedent. 
And there weren't really any rules to go by. One case was decided 
or the decision was made and all that the same time as the Oswald 
case, December 1961, which, in which the American student was al-
lowed to take out his wife. so  the conclusion says that the "CIA 
did know that the real answer lies in Russia." Well; uh. It would 
open up a can of worms all right. But, it's a possibility, just 
like everything else. 

• • • 
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callewe and auheeeuentty pehliahed n be ,k ealled ":Thould We flow 
Believe tee Warren Report?" told me that, t;tephen White told me that 
as far as he's concerned anybody who did not believe the Warren 
Commission Report believed in flying saucer:;, i.e. was a nut. 
And that mindset, I think was behind a lot of what went on at 
those CBS shows. ieyand that, in the programs themselves Mr. 
Lane made a charge that they were teceptive. I was one ttd the 
people who worked on those programs and I can get to the specifics 
of what I think he is talking about and also show the omissions 
in which I think ttere were very eignigicant mistakes, deliberately 
or not I'm not prepared to say at this point. 

• • • 

McMillan: We71, I there's a er, I disagree I think with everyone on 
this panel in a fundamertal way. I don't really, I don't think 
there's been any consp racy on the part of the press but there has, 
uh the facts are very complicated. But, um to my mind there is an 
immense amount of positive evidence in the Warren Commission Report 
tat Oswald did do it. Mr. Lane doesn't accept it, and a lot of that 
evidence he, and um one can spend a long time talking about the 
bullet, you know. Bat uh, I think that there was an enormous 
amount of hard evidence in the report, that a generation has now 
grown up that never was exposed to those facts to start with, and 

grew up during the 60's when the Government was being progressively 
discredited, any kind og government, with Johnson himself (inaudible: 
his own report before he was through. But there is, I think, a lot 
of hard which is not fun to go through. It's very hard work. And 
people just simply to ignore it.and get into a discussion of I 
think pseudo-evidence. I'think we've already heard some. And um, 
I don't like to he iegmatig about it, ibut I think the principal 
thing is that on ton of the who i.e di s, cumulative disbelief that we 
all got in%mbetweinstitutions and government credibility during 
the 60's, there.':, the fact that its, that there, it's very hard 
work to follow that evidence, and that there is a generation, a 
whole generation, I suppose oetween the age of, below the age of 
24 or 25 that never whs evpaned to the farts in the first place. 
And I think that's )ne reason that, in a sense, to have it all 
brought out again. So that people should he aware of it, and uh, and 
we, and another reason for the maximum publicity for everything. 
Por, uh I mean from the first Warren hParingn which we didn't get, on 
But I really don't aapect the premise that, the press has been loaded 
or tt:wir any eenepi-acy to hurls it up, or haws really done such n boil, or hueh a loafed j)b over 1.1F, last ploven years. 

• • • 

McMillan: (following a liscuarion of qarrihon) Well, I missed a little 
bit of the discussion here, but I would like to say this about 
Garrison. New Orleans Wan crawling with relatives of Oswald with 
whom he'd lived and whom he'd soon a great deal of, in the Summer of 
19(13. Relatives, co-workers, bosea, neighbors, landlords, and 
Garrison never went to one of them. lie, the only person actually 
connontn1 with 1:1wrtld trait he ever subpoonaed that that I know for 
sure wan definitely co',-ear, fed with him was Marina. And he didN't, 
uh I lan't Know what he asked her. It wan behind uh, it was a grand jury p-or:,!eiing. :cut he, but he did have swarms of relatives 
to whom he ciull have gone, and ny feeling was that had his in-
vestigation been very serious he would nave tried to find out 
Something about tee alleged assassin and his personality and 

his 
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Richter: (in answer to question)... "In your Warren Commission show," 
the second nuestion asks, "did you endorse the findings? How did 
you dissent?" 	I was one of the team of producers. My role was 
primarily to examine the major arguments raised by the critics, 
that had already been raised, •to try and develop new information, 
that they were getting into that had not yet been made public, 
and to film whatever seemed relevant. A lot of what I filmed never 
got on the air. Dr. Wecht, this forensic pathologist, was inter-
viewed by Dan Rather for an hour. I was the producer of that in-
terview. About a minute and a half or two of his comments got on, bu 
the information which really was at the heart of his questioning 
of the Warren Commission and its conclusions did not get on. Mark 
Lane was interviewed through the arrangements that I made through 
Bill Stout, and some of the most telling arguments that he made 
did not get enough (inaudible) in the program.The entire thrust 
of those four one-hour programs as far asa lot of the American 
public was concerned, and I share that view, was that these shows 
were primarily shows that endorsed the findings of the Warren 
Commission. I thought that that was not our role.as  journalists. I 
thought our role as journalists should be to examine the evidence 
critically, ohj•ctively, skeptically. That was not done. The cummen-
that you heard of Dan Rather that was interjected over the Zapruder 
footage. I can go into that briefly. In those shows there werea 

a 	series of tests that allegedly proved that the Warren Commission 
was right and that Oswald could have done what he allegedly did 
do. One of those tests was, the Zapruder footage could not be 
shown on the telecasts beceuse Time, Inc. owned the material at the 
time and would not allow CBS to run the footage; one of those 
tests involved photo experts who took individual frames from 
the Zapruder footage which they could run; but not the footage ad 
a rolling piece of film where yoy could see action; they took 
individual frames and a photo expert said there were three places 
where those frames were out of focus. And these correspond with 
a few frames after a shot was fired. In other words, there are three 
places where the Zapruder frames :o out of focus, i.e. three shots. 
I would (inaudible) photo expert was being filmed for this broad-
cast, and while camera rolls were being changed, I asked him "what 
about all these other places where the the individual frames are 
out of focus?" I had noticed at least three other places. Does 
that mean that there were six shots fired? He said nb, there are 
only three because they're out of focus in a certain way. And I 
sadd pleas tell me the way in which these others are different. 
He said it's too complicated. I said try me. He turned and walked 
away. Well either there were three shots 1:ired, no there were six 
shots fired or the theory doesn't stand up. I think that that was 
a gross deception. 

Lane: I wonder if I could just interject for a second, Tony. I think 
that Mrs. McMillan has played a really active part in this being 
one of the few people to ouestion Lee Harvey Oswald in Moscow, 
having access to Marina Oswald after some eleven years on a book 
which hasn't yet come out. And I know that ylu told me before 
I met you today for the first time that you were working for the 
North American Newspaper Alliance at the time that you conducted 
that interview. I wonder if you've seen Commission Document 49, an FBI report which reads as follows: "on November 23rd, 1963 
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Mr. Jack Lynch of the United :state:; Department of State Security Office telephonically advised special agent in charge , Allen Gi!lies, Oswald had been contacted in Moscow by three employees of the State Department, whom he identified as John McVickar, 
Priscilla Johnson, and Mrs. G. Stanley Brown. Lynch indicated each of the above persons had interviewed Oswald in Moscow." I wonder if you were at any time, or at that time employed by the state Department, if you're familiar with this document, or if 
you've tried, if it's incorrect if you've indicated to the Warren Commission that the United States Department of Staters Security Officer had made a mistake when he gave that information to the FBI? 

McMillan: Well, no I'm not familiar with the uh doc... with the document. Uh John McVickar was the Vice-Consul (inaudible) no, uh I do not, I'm not familiar with the document. Um, but John McVickar was the vice-consul who was present the first day Oswald went in to, uh put down his passport. and, uh he was, he did work for the State Department. Mrs. 13r)wn was the wife of .the aArAu.\\-Oco.\ Attache, and she was sort of a receptionist in the consul's office, and I 
I suppose she was authority in the State Department. But, uh, that was a mistake about me, and I wouldn't bother to uh correct that mistake. I worked for the North American Newspaper Alliance 
and I didn't w=rk for anyone else. 

Richter: I guess I didn't finish answering the question before. "How did I dissent?! I dissented by administering my vigorous criticism to the executive producer, presenting evidence that I felt ought to be included in the show that were not, uh the final determination was that they would not because of the thrust of 
the program. My dissent was so much known by the underground press, the radical press and was published, uh people reported 
my dissent. 

• • • 

McMillan: (answer to question) Well, first of all, no I am not an employe of the CIA of the DIk. I have to think twice before I know what it is. (several sentances inaudible) and I kind of respected him at his youthful age, he had just turned 20, for the very great difficulty of what he was trying to do. Did I have access to him in Minsk; Moscow, or the U.S.? Well, I had that one meeting with him in Moscowin November of 1959. But uh, uh, uh foreigners at that time, of course I wasn't interested. I wrote my story, did try and see him once after that in the hotel just to say hello, and the lady the (inaudible) lady oh his floor said he was gone. Actually he had only gone to another room, but I saw thatas meaning that he was out of Moscow, and I never saw him again. The U.S.? I didn't know t:At he was back in the U.S., although I would have liked to see him if he had been oecause I was inter-ested in writing a piece about the changing attraction of Moscow for people, uh since the thirties. And he was the only, that is in the thirties people defected for ideological reasons and in any time, which of course were the fifties and the early sixties, they alwayn seemed to be career reaaons, both journalists, even defectors or unhappy love affaird, not ideological. !{e was the only person 
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I ever net who clailmed to oe defecting for an ideological reason, and I was very much interested in him for that reason. And if I had known he was back in the states I would have liked to ask him about the circumstances of his return because he was the exception that proved my rule. (shout from audience to answer question about financing of Marina book) Okey. And who is paying for my book? It's an advance from Harper and How. As for the Beelin (sic) book, I believe that my husbane first talked to John Leonard or somebody at the book section of the Times, and wanted to do a tenth anniversary piece, and uh, we didn't know who Beelin was and never had any co nection with him, and we simply wrote that review. But we were asked to review all the, we wrote it one ver- sion. It was rejected. We were then asked to review all the conspiracy theories, especially Mr. Lane. Vie tried. But it was just an arrangemen- that we, my husband asked I think, and they assigned it. It was a New York Times or quadrangle book, and uh the other thing is uh well if I was picked as the token women (for the panel), okey. (from audience. "How lid you gain access to Marina?") Oh, oh access to Marina. Well, that's a good stery too. I owed Harper and Row a book on Russia which everybody always has trouble writing, you know their book on whatever it is. And um, two other people much better known than me tried it. One was Jerold Frank, and one was Isaac Don Levine. And Marina was anti-semitic. Uh they tried to talk to her about politics and sometime that Winter I asked my editor there would they be willing to make an approach to her on my behalf_ta do it after I had read a little abouther and found her rather interesting. So they did. They approached both her lawyer who was then William MacKenzie and her brother-in-law, Robert Oswald. And I .iont know which approach got through to her. So I'm, down ix June of 196-, whichever year it was, 1964, and she looked at me and said okey. I think she saw the way that her husband did that a woman wouldn't bother her much about poli... political things. She's bored by it. And I think that's fundamentally what he (inaudible) t )o. That he didn't think women and politics mim, and (inaudible). 

McMillan: (in answer to question whether she was ever a member of any.  intelligence agency) No. (from the audience: "would you be willing to repeat that under oath?") Absolutely. ("Well you may have the opportunity to do so.") I'd be glad to. As to the nature of my contact with Lee Harvey Oswelld, it is not that they were un... I believe, um it might have been four hours or so that I talked with him on one evening, and that's it. 
Jones Harris (from audience): Mr. Lucas, I didn't get a card and I would like to ask Miss McMillan one quick question. Could she tell us why she called Mr. Owens of the Soviet desk at the State Department the day after the assassination? . 

Lucas repeated question. 

McMillan: Well it happens that uh, Mc McVickar, the vice Oonsul, who also occasionally took me out, and (giggling) who I don't think was a CIA agent, but you know you don't look a gift box (sic), um called me up from Washington. He said uh, you should probably call Bob Owens who's head of the Soviet desk. And I did. 



itnrriu: fl 1 hr telL you why he thought you nhou[dY 

McMillan: No. I didn't particularly ask him. I think, but I didn't, 
wasn't give it too much thought, but at that moment like that 
was a time of great shock. 

Harris: And then when you did speak to him, can you tell us what was the 
course of the conversation? 

McMillan: Well, I don't think that I spoke... I think what happened 
in the end to me was that I went there in uh December of '63 
and nh Abe Shames (phonetic) who was the chief legal counsel at 
the State Department, Maheu Jeminovs 	phonetic) was present; 
.debriefed me, but it was fundamentally the same stuff that was 
in my notes from my interview with Oswald. I mean, in other words 
everyone was trying to cooperate and they were pouring really the 
same information from different directions. 
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